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Influencing at central and local government level



Introduction / what we do: 
We support tenant groups in influencing or 
challenging regional strategic housing policy, via:

• responding to consultations and engaging in 
Examinations in Public of the London Plan;

• our membership of the London Housing Panel and 
engaging, when invited, in London Assembly, 
committee meetings / investigations;

• having good links with other CVS groups and 
academics.



London Tenants Federation reps at the Examination in 
Public of the draft new London Plan at City Hall in 2019

We were invited 
to attend 19 full 
or half day 
sessions at the 
EiP on a range 
of housing and 
regeneration 
policy issues. 8 
of our member  
reps attended. 



LTF graph & chart on London’s need for social housing 

Backlog housing need in London

Low cost rented (78%) Intermediate (2%) Market (20%)



Hearing tenants & residents’ voices. Real 
participation. Training & capacity building   

We must: 
• have opportunities to share and exchange with others;
• have legitimacy to express in a representative way, our 

consensus views & concerns at all levels of decision-making;
• be adequately informed;
• know that the time, effort and energy we have put into: 

engaging, gathering a range of diverse views and making 
contributions have been respected and content heard;

• have the ability to hold landlords to account for the rents 
and service charges we pay.    



Some LTF examples:

• In May 2018 we organised a special meeting with the 
London Assembly Housing Committee to enable tenants 
to engage face to face with the committee members as 
part of their investigation into tenant involvement in 
decision-making post-Grenfell. 

• In their ‘Hearing Residents Voices’ Report (page 27) the 
committee put together some ‘good principles for 
resident engagement’ drawn together from the evidence 
they had received. 



London Assembly Housing Committee’s 
good principles for resident engagement



There are videos on LTF’s website of the presentations from both 
tenants & Race on the Agenda (who we worked with) given at the 
London Assembly housing committee meeting in May 2018.



Some other LTF examples:
• We successfully lobbied the Mayor of London to 

establish a panel of tenant & CVS groups to engage in 
developing & monitoring regional housing policy.

• With Just Space, we’ve set up Estate Watch. a website, 
with independent information for tenants whose 
estates are at risk of demolition.

• We’ve worked with Stuart Hodkinson, Leeds 
University to inform tenants on proposed fire safety 
policy & to develop model responses to the 

consultation for tenants, based on their concerns.





Tenant involvement policy: our concerns

• Democratic & accountable TRAs have been 
devalued and replaced by consumerist models.

• This often (as expressed at LTF events) leaves 
tenants: feeling isolated and disempowered, 
lacking opportunities to share and exchange and 
to learn from one another and to form a 
stronger collective voice;



Citizen & participatory models are better
Because they

• encourage tenants to share, exchange, discuss and learn 
from one another;

• facilitate mutual support, collaboration, stronger 
collective voices and possibilities of achieving influence;

• give tenants confidence to speak out;

• provide opportunities for tenants to develop new ideas 
for, or alternative ways of managing & maintain homes;

• can facilitate understanding of & engagement in 
strategic housing policy.



Scotland’s Housing Act 
requires social landlords to 
prepare a tenant participation 
strategy, promoting the 
participation of tenants which 
must provide for obtaining & 
taking into account of the 
views of registered tenants 
organisations and tenants. 

They must also maintain a 
register of tenant 
organisations.    



At the national level
Landlord’s work together to influence government, but 
without local democratic tenant structures that might 
link nationally, our collective voices are silenced. 

The fire safety proposals are an example of this. They 
seem to have been overwhelmingly shaped / influenced 
by the landlord sector & by extension, building owners 
and managers, developers, fire risk assessors & 
enforcement bodies. For us this is a watering down of 
promises to implement the Grenfell Inquiry phase 1 
recommendations. Residents interests are then at risk 
of being ignored, potentially leading to more lives being 
lost in the future. 



Accountability
• In 2007 the Cave review identified that the 

regulatory system in use then was “not flexible or 
transparent enough” and had “inadequate 
concern for tenant interests”. 

• He called for an Independent Regulator with a 
principle duty to empower and protect tenants 
and a democratically elected national tenant 
voice.

• The TSA soon went as did the National Tenants 
Voice which anyway involved tenants chosen by 
Government officers not other tenants 



Stigma  

• Negative stereotyping of social housing tenants 
doesn’t help us in achieving equality of treatment or 
respect for our views and concerns. We argue that 
the socio-economic section originally intended for 
Equality Act should be enacted. 

• We frequently have to assert that we don’t get 
something for nothing, that we are not heavily 
subsidised and actually government subsidy to 
support private / market housing and infrastructure 
is three times that for affordable housing.



• 2004 Audit Commission & Housing Corporation reports;

• the Government’s 2014 Tenants Leading Change (focused 
on Tenant Management Organisations) which identified a 
cost savings of £6.45 m in 20 landlord properties;

• better service delivery and improved outcomes for 
tenants which give value for money; is the first bullet 
point in the ‘benefits of tenants participation section of 
the 2019 Scottish Guide to successful tenant participation.

• We don’t know how much social landlords spend on TP. 
We are happy to reciprocate with any prepared to disclose

The economic / business case  


